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This work is  a part  of an ongoing study issued by EUMETSAT, calling for a  database
consisting of single-scattering properties (SSP) of frozen hydrometers at microwave and
sub-millimetre frequencies. A main application is in ice-mass retrievals, aimed mainly at
frequencies  utilized  by  the  upcoming  instruments  ICI  (Ice  Cloud  Imager),  MWI
(MicroWave Imager) and MWS (MicroWave Sounder), which are to be mounted on the
second generation of Metop satellites. Other instruments such as CloudSat are considered as
well.  Core features include a range of frequencies covering 18 GHz to 884 GHz, three
temperatures, sizes up to 5 mm in volume equivalent diameter and habit types of varying
complexity.  Examples  of  habits  considered  are  single  crystal  types  such  as  columns,
graupel, pristine snowflakes and aggregates. A selection of habits from existing databases
(Liu and Hong) are included as well. While random orientation is the main consideration,
azimuthally random orientation is treated for those cases where it is relevant (e.g. falling
snowflakes). Another ongoing activity is investigating the impact on SSP by different types
of aggregates, for example by considering different aggregate building blocks. The goal is
ultimately a broad representation of aggregates. Also, depending on the amount of time and
resources available, mixed phase particles (i.e. ice particles with a melted layer) will be
considered  to  some  extent.  For  the  SSP generation,  the  discrete  dipole  approximation
(DDA) method is used exclusively. The main advantage of DDA is the lack of restrictions
on particle shape, however, the computational costs are relatively high. The database will be
made freely available upon completion.


